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Top View of Medium Fire Pit 
 
Block layout of medium fire pit (large fire pit has an additional 
half-block added to each side – 4 half-blocks per course) 
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ICS Fire Pit Instructions 
 

1. Find a place where you would like to set your fire pit. 
2. Using a tape measure, make note of a 36 or 48 inch square footprint (depending on the size of your pit) 

in planning where the fire pit will be located. 
3. Set your first course, ensuring the blocks are square and level.  For LP models, run your 60 inch 

propane hose under the first course of blocks.  You will find 2 blocks with notches in them for the hose 
to be routed through.  The blocks with notches should be placed directly across from one another. 

4. Dry stack your remaining courses, overlapping each course of blocks. 
5. Connect the 24 inch hose to the nipple underneath the plate and fire ring burner. 
6. Check all connections to make sure they are tight and free from gas leaks. 
7. Set the plate (fire ring burner facing upward) onto the top course of blocks. 
8. Set your cap/caps on your top course of blocks making sure it is level. 
9. If you are using fireglass, skip to step 12. 
10. Add the supplied lava rock over the plate and fire ring burner, keeping the surface flat and completely 

covering the fire ring burner.  Never place more than 1 inch of lava rock directly over the fire ring 
burner. 

11. When using logs or fireballs, arrange your product as desired over the lava rock to create a natural 
look. 

12. (Applies to fireglass only) Pour in and level the glass over the plate and fire ring burner. 
13. To light, turn the key-valve part way on and hold a long lighter over the surface.  Adjust the key-valve to 

vary the flame height to your liking.  Turn key-valve fully clockwise to shut off. 
  
WARNING: ICS is not responsible for any accidents that result from installations performed 

by non-licensed gas specialists. 


